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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been used 

as a textbook for the children of the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean people. The present researcher tried 

to translate Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). And the selected part was (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). 

<Number of Tcheonzamun(The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character 

in English alphabet). Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet. Transformed phrase on Korean 

pronunciation in English alphabet. The meaning in Korean language is as follows.> 321-324 樂(Lag, Nag) 殊(Su) 貴

(Gwi) 賤(Tcheon) 나  속였어!  Na Sog-yeot-seo! My husband, you cheated me your wife! 325-328 禮(Lye, Nye) 別

(Byeol) 尊(Zon) 卑(Bi) 너  벌 줘봐? Neo Beol Zweo-bwa? My husband, I your wife can give you the punishment! 329-

332上(Sang) 和(Hwa)下(Ha) 睦(Mog) 싸워! 허물어! Ssa-weo! Heo-mul-eo! (The wife cries to her husband) Let‟s 

have a quarrel! And let‟s destroy our warm relationship between us, you the husband and me the wife! 333-336 夫(Bu) 

唱 (Tchang) 婦 (Bu) 隨(Su) 볼장  봤수! Bol-zang Bwat-su! Our loving relationship is now finished! <Number in 

Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)>333-336夫(Bu) 唱(Tchang)-

昌= 口 婦(Bu) 隨(Su)-(一呂)= 十§十工月 My husband, do you know what is „your warm love‟ for me your wife? It is 

simple. It is that I can say my words (口) to you! In order to say a word (口) to my husband (夫), I your wife am pleased 

to consider (§) ten times (十) and I am pleased to work (工) ten times (十) with my hands (工)!. 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th), My husband, do you know 

what is „your warm love‟ for me your wife? It is simple. It is that I can say my words to you!  In order to say a word to 

my husband, I your wife am pleased to consider ten times and I am pleased to work ten times with my hands!. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been used as a 

textbook for the children of the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean people. He described that the book of 

Tcheonzamun had been used for instructing Chinese character to those children. Park et al. (2021a) and Park et al. 

(2021b) studied the several Tcheonzamun poem. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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The present researcher tried to translate Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). And the selected part 

was (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). There are two methods for the translation (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b), the 

one is through Korean pronunciation of the Chinese characters of Tcheonzamun. The second method is through the 

meaning of Chinese characters. In addition to these methods, the present researcher delete the same part or the similar 

part of different Chinese character on the same line. Here, the same line means the continuous 4 letters of a line. The 

translation was done with the remained parts of the Chinese character. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The present researcher tried to translate a poem of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), and the poem 

was consisted of 16 letters of (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). 

 

The present researcher tried to translate through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character of this 

Tcheonzamun poem. And the next is the result of the study. The title is „My husband, do you know what is „your warm 

love‟ for me your wife? It is simple. It is that I can say my words to you!  In order to say a word to my husband, I your 

wife am pleased to consider ten times and I am pleased to work ten times with my hands!‟ 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun(The thousand character essay) Chinese character.(Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet)Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet Transformed phrase on 

Korean pronunciation in English alphabet. The meaning in Korean language is as follows. 

 

321-324 樂(Lag, Nag) 殊(Su) 貴(Gwi) 賤(Tcheon)  나 속였어!  Na Sog-yeot-seo! 

 

My husband, you cheated me your wife! 

325-328 禮(Lye, Nye) 別(Byeol) 尊(Zon) 卑(Bi) 너 벌 줘봐?  Neo Beol Zweo-bwa? 

 

My husband, I your wife can give you the punishment! 

329-332 上 (Sang) 和(Hwa) 下(Ha) 睦(Mog) 싸워! 허물어! Ssa-weo!  Heo-mul-eo! 

 

(The wife cries to her husband) Let‟s have a quarrel! And let‟s destroy our warm relationship between us, you 

the husband and me the wife! 

 

333-336 夫(Bu) 唱(Tchang) 婦(Bu) 隨(Su) 볼장 봤수!  Bol-zang Bwat-su! Our loving relationship is now 

finished!  

 

And the next is the translation through the meaning of Chinese character on the poem of (Tcheonzamun 321st-

336th). 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet).  

 

321-324 樂(Lag, Nag) 殊(Su) 貴(Gwi)-貝=虫 賤(Tcheon)-貝=戈戈. My husband, do you think that my 

happiness (樂) comes from the power? If you have a great power, and you can treat a lot of spears (戈戈) as an insect 

(虫). My husband, do you think that I your wife (殊) am happy in this case?  No, it is not so! 

 

325-328 禮(Lye, Nye) 別(Byeol) 尊(Zon)-寸=八酉 卑(Bi)-(´十)=´田. My husband, I think that the etiquette or 

the warm relationship (禮) is the good source of my (別) happiness, your wife!  My husband, even though we, you and 

me, can get only eight (八) hens (酉) or eight chickens from a small part (´) of the field (田), if there is warm relationship 

between us, my husband and me your wife. It is my happiness! 

 

329-332 上(Sang)-一 I=一 和(Hwa) 下(Ha) -一 I=一 睦(Mog). My husband, if you want a lot of (一) the 

service (和) from me your wife.  My Darling husband, you must give me your warm love (睦) sufficiently (一)! 
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333-336 夫(Bu) 唱(Tchang)-昌= 口 婦(Bu) 隨(Su)-(一呂)= 十§十工月 My husband, do you know what is 

„your warm love‟ for me your wife?  It is simple. It is that I can say my words (口) to you! In order to say a word (口) to 

my husband (夫), I your wife am pleased to consider (§) ten times (十) and I am pleased to work (工) ten times (十) with 

my hands (月)! 
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